CAMPUS CAMPAIGN TOPS $85,000 MARK IN NEW DONATIONS

Contributions are still flowing in to the IU Foundation offices, but donations and pledges already received have pushed the 1993 Campus Campaign past the $85,000 mark in new gifts from more than 800 new donors. Combined with the pledges and gifts previously made to the campus, the funds raised to date total nearly $475,000 since last summer. The new contributions include nearly $13,000 in cash and checks, $21,000 in outright gifts and $52,000 in payroll deductions. The ability to direct where donations could be spent provided nearly $11,000 for the new IUPUI library and another $5,000 for unspecified scholarships. The School of Dentistry led all schools in new funds raised with more than $8,700 and in new donors (81 as of the end of May).

URBAN POLICY CENTER NOW IN NEW HOME

The Center for Urban Policy and the Environment is celebrating its first birthday in a new home. Faculty and staff in the research, service and teaching organization are now located in the Emelie Building, 342 N. Senate Ave. Joining the Center in its new home are the Coalition to Improve Management in State and Local Government and the Small Business Development Center.

The Center can be reached by campus mail either through the street address or the building's new EE designation. The Center also has a new telephone number (261-3000) and new fax number (261-3050) both of which must be dialed in their entirety. The existing computer contacts, such as E-mail and BITNET, remain the same.

Center director Mark Rosentraub will have offices in both the Emelie Building and in the BS building as the associate dean of SPEA. Publications can be ordered through Teresa Bennett in BS 3025, or by phone (4-2016).

IUPUI CONNECTION STRONG IN NEW FAMILY SOURCEBOOK

Authors of the greatest literary works in history have had widely ranging views of the family. Just ask sociology chair Suzanne Steinmetz: she helped write the book — literally. She is co-author of a chapter on the classical view of the family for the new Sourcebook of Family Theories and Methods: A Contextual Approach. She also helped edit the 748-page volume, published by Plenum Press. Steinmetz co-authored the chapter "Family Theory and Methods in the Classics" with Bert Adams of the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Steinmetz is just part of the IUPUI connection with the new book, which is expected to be a useful tool for researchers, teachers, graduate students, family therapists, lawyers and others with an interest in the family. Other faculty members who co-authored articles include Linda Haas of sociology and Gail Whitchurch of theatre and communications. Sheila Cooper of the graduate office and Brian Vargus of sociology reviewed articles.
University Libraries Special Collections and Archives at IUPUI has received a grant from the National Endowment for Humanities (NEH) to study the American Turner Society movement in the U.S. The $118,000 grant will help locate, inventory and preserve historical records of the Turner Society, which was housed in the historic Athenaeum building (401 E. Michigan St.) during the movement's peak years prior to World War I. The archival preservation project, one of 32 supported by NEH grants this year, is expected to take 18 months to complete. In 1866, the Turners established Normal College, the predecessor to the IUPUI School of Physical Education. The school also had its home in the Athenaeum building (shown in the illustration at right).

— Sandy Matthys Roob

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

FIREWORKS POLICY—The Fourth of July is fast approaching, and safety officials are reminding everyone that using fireworks on the campus to celebrate the holiday is prohibited by university policy.

OFFICE HOURS—Those on campus who need to contact the Admissions Office should note the office's new hours. It will be open from 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays.

LECTURES, SEMINARS AND PRESENTATIONS

STUDY MEETING—All campus study coordinators are invited to the July 15 quarterly meeting of the IU Association of Study Coordinators from 1 - 2 p.m. in UH 2005. To get on the association mailing list, call Marta Sears at 630-7924.

MEDICAL EDUCATION—The School of Medicine is offering a series of continuing education workshops on the use of computers in the medical field. Upcoming sessions are scheduled for June 30, July 14-15 and July 21-22, with one workshop repeated on each of two days in the latter two sessions. The workshops run from 1-4 p.m. in room B-16A in the Medical Science Building. The single-session cost is $25. For more about topics or to register, call Liza Beaty at 4-8354.

BUSINESS SERIES—The 1993 Indiana Business Seminars series will continue July 15-16 with "Becoming an Effective Manager." The sessions, sponsored by the School of Business, run 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. each day at the University Place Conference Center. For more information, call 5-7417.

HEALTH LINE

INFANTS NEEDED—Infants up to 24 months of age are needed for a study of lung function, with participation compensated. For more details, call at 4-3604.

TOOTHPASTE STUDY—The Oral Health Research Institute needs up to 40 people for a panel to test different toothpastes. Participants will be paid, but must be available for a two-hour test period. For more about requirements, call 4-8822.

BONE STUDY—African-American girls (ages 5 to 15) and their mothers are needed for a one-time visit for a bone density study in the department of medicine. For more about the study and compensation, call 4-8440.
S

ty of Nursing Dean Angela Barron McBride and the School of Medicine's Deborah Allen each recently received special recognition in their respective fields of health care. McBride received the University Medallion from the University of San Francisco and an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters from Georgetown University. She was honored for her work in women's health and psychiatric/mental health nursing. Allen was named the Distinguished Alumna of the Year by the School of Medicine Alumni Association. She is the chair of the department of family medicine.

RESEARCH RECOGNITION—The Midwest Nursing Research Society recently bestowed its highest honor, the Senior Research Award, upon Joan Kessner Austin of the School of Nursing. The researcher also was recognized this year by the Northeastern Ohio Chapter of the Epilepsy Foundation of America and the Sigma Theta Tau International nursing honor society.

SCIENCE AWARDS—Faculty award-winners from the School of Science for the 1992-93 school year included: Stephen Wassall, who received the school's Teaching Award; Paul Dubin, winner of the Research Award; John Kremer, recipient of the Service Award; Maan Omran, winner of the Part-Time Faculty Award; Sue Carol Spaulding, recipient of the Teaching Assistant Award; and Florence Rogers, who earned the Counseling Award.

OTHER HONORS—Gary Bond of psychology received the Keystone Founder Award in the field of mental health case management at a national conference in Philadelphia ... Elizabeth Weldon of the School of Business earned the 1993 Edwin E. Ghiselli Award for Research Design from the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology at its annual conference ... Bruce Carlstedt of Wishard Hospital has been named the "Hospital Pharmacist of the Year" by the Indiana Society of Hospital Pharmacists.

NURSING NOTES—Among IUPUI people earning recent honors from the National league for Nurses were: Joanne Martin, who received the Linda Richards Award for unique and pioneering work in the field; Margaret Applegate, who earned a Distinguished Service Award; and Beverly Flynn of Columbus, winner of the Anna M. Fillmore Award for leadership in community health services ... Tom Kippenbrock earned the recent Nursing Research Award presented by Sigma Theta Tau International ... Beth Johnson, care coordinator of the Maternity Outreach Mobile (MOM) Project, recently received the 1993 Public Health Nurse of the Year Award from the Indiana Public Health Association ... Beverly Richards was elected vice president for advocacy by the Mental Health Association of Indiana ... Melinda Rider, the assistant director of the Institute of Action Research for Community Health, recently spoke in Copenhagen, Denmark about the World Health Organization's Collaborating Center in Health Cities ... Gail Ingersoll recently presented a pair of papers in Rochester, NY, including "Educating the Advanced Practice Nurse" and "Managing the Needs of the Long-Term Ventilated Patient."

PHOTO AWARDS—Doug Bartlow of Photographic Services earned two second-place awards and three honorable mentions at the recent University Photographers of America Association conference, while office manager Rick Baughn received three honorable mention awards.

RETIREMENT RECEPTION—A farewell reception is planned for John Arney July 22 from 2-4 p.m. at the Ambulatory Outpatient Center, room 2005.
MEDIA, HEALTH CARE ON 'OPTIONS' AGENDA

Truth in the media and rationing health care, two red-hot issues on the national agenda, are the featured topics at the next two OPTIONS luncheon lecture series sessions, held at the Roberts Park United Methodist Church in downtown Indianapolis. Pat McGeever of the political science department will discuss "Does the Media Tell the Truth" at the June 29 meeting, while Earl Ryan of the Indiana Fiscal Policy Institute plans to tackle "Rationing Health Care: Does It Work?" at the July 6 session. Sessions begin at 12:10 p.m. and end at 1 p.m. Political science chair Dick Fredland will discuss "Does the Media Tell the Truth" at the June 29 meeting, while Farl Ryan of the Indiana Fiscal Policy Institute plans to tackle "Rationing Health Care: Does It Work?" at the July 6 session.

MEAP PROGRAM LINKS HOOSIER YOUTH WITH WORLD OF ENGINEERING, TECHNOLOGY

The magic of mechanical engineering has drawn together 123 students from 49 Hoosier schools to take part in the 18th annual Minority Engineering Advancement Program (MEAP) this summer. MEAP is a pre-college program for minority students in grades 6-11 and who are academically talented in math and science. This year's program is entitled "Mechanical Engineering and Technology: Makin' It Happen" and features a series of hands-on workshops, tours, lectures and mentoring opportunities with successful people in industry. Since it was created in 1976, the MEAP program has served more than 1,400 students and united the academic world with the work world to offer students a glimpse at the opportunities that exist in engineering and technology.

NEW TOLL-FREE CANCER INFORMATION LINE AVAILABLE TO HOOSIERS

Hoosiers will have up-to-date cancer information readily available through a regional cancer information service funded by the National Cancer Institute (NCI). The $3.1 million service (1-800-4-CANCER) is offered by the Cancer Information Service of Indiana and Michigan and will feature news of local community services, regional support for cancer prevention and education initiatives. The program is linked to national resources to provide state residents with as much information as possible about the disease, its causes and treatments. For more information about the Cancer Information Service of Indiana and Michigan, call William Stengle at (313) 833-0715, extension 801.

FINALLY...IUPUI Metros basketball players and coaches are hosting 100 youngsters ages 10 to 14 at a series of eight one-day free basketball camps at the Physical Education Gymnasium and Outdoor Sports Complex. Members of the 1993-94 men's basketball team along with head coach Bob Lovell and his staff will run the camps four times in July (beginning July 9) and four more days in August. The "Shoot for the Stars" camp is an extension of the Introductory Skills Camp offered by the INDY PARKS program at various sites around the city. The program allows the college players to serve as both counselors and mentors for the youngsters.

*News Bureau
Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis
355 Lansing Street
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COME ONE, COME ALL!

Please Join Us for the

IUPUI NEW LIBRARY BOOK BRIGADE

Queue up at the "old" University Library courtyard

10:00 a.m. sharp
Tuesday, July 6, 1993

for the ceremonial transfer of books to the new library

Alcott, Dickens, Mary Shelley
Keats and Cummings, Toklas, too
William Faulkner, August Wilson
They'll all be there Waiting for YOU!

"Free Lemonade"